CGI Unify360

Hybrid Infrastructure
Services

W

ith the rise in popularity of cloud-based infrastructure,
enterprises are seeking to combine in-house and “asa-service” solutions to create their ideal IT portfolio
mix. These hybrid IT environments present new challenges in
terms of security, resources, compliance, costs and complexity.
The CGI Unify360 Hybrid IT Management Suite enables holistic management of
both on-premises and cloud-based services to help enterprises maximize their
IT portfolios for greater agility, innovation and competitive advantage.
THE RIGHT CLOUD FOR THE WORK
CGI's hybrid infrastructure as a service (IaaS) offerings give enterprises the
power to choose an optimal mix of clouds for their unique workload portfolios
and complex requirements, including cost, security, performance, agility,
architecture, resilience and strategy. An optimal mix is fundamental to enabling
IT modernization to support transformation into agile customer-centric digital
enterprises. To support these multi-dimensional requirements, we offer:


Dedicated private clouds on client premises or in secure CGI data centers
around the globe; including custom-designed or hyper-converged solutions



Local, multi-tenant, secure virtual private clouds to address data
residency requirements; compliance with local security and privacy aspects
through retention of critical data and IT infrastructure in-country



Government-certified secure IaaS, including a U.S. federal government
FedRAMP1 certified cloud and a United Kingdom IL3-certified Government
Cloud. CGI was the first large cloud service provider to obtain both U.S.
civilian agency and defense cloud security certifications.



Managed public hyper-scale clouds (e.g., Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web
Services), seamlessly integrated with the rest of your hybrid infrastructure



Cloud-based mobile-device-enabled virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)
as a modern, secure, ubiquitous workspace solution



Legacy IT infrastructure management and integration (e.g., UNIX, Linux,
mainframe, storage, etc.)



Remote hybrid infrastructure management (RHIM) services from our
network of global control centers – onshore, nearshore and offshore

KEY BENEFITS
 Modernized hybrid infrastructure in
line with digital business strategies
 Flexibility needed to support agile IT
users, self-service and automation
 Increased governance, transparency
and control
 Global resiliency and business
continuity through optimal hybrid
infrastructure design
 Shift from CAPEX to OPEX, lowering
and aligning costs with business cycle
 Evergreen / futureproofed
environments

CGI also can assist clients with hybrid/virtual data center optimization,
consolidation and modernization as well as business continuity optimization.
1 Provisional Authority to Operate (ATO) from the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program

(FedRAMP) Joint Authorization Board (JAB).
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POWERFUL SERVICE MANAGEMENT FOR TRANSPARENCY,
GOVERNANCE AND CONTROL

UNIFY YOUR IT UNIVERSE

Our infrastructure offerings, including an optimal hybrid mix, are seamlessly
integrated, governed, managed and available from the CGI Unify360 hybrid IT
management suite, and supported by cloud consulting services. The CGI
Unify360 platform supports ITIL V3 processes and provides a full portfolio of
automation utilities to improve service effectiveness, including:


An executive dashboard providing the real-time view of operations across
infrastructure offerings



Comprehensive monitoring tools that enable automated event correlation
and pro-active and autonomic recovery



A self-service storefront with customizable approval workflow and
automated provisioning that provides agility and convenience to IT users to
promote adoption (and avoid shadow IT), while providing the enterprise with
greater governance and control



Aggregated billing and chargeback creating transparency around resource
usage and spend

The CGI Unify360 platform is designed in a modular fashion with an API
gateway to support flexible integration options. It can use CGI-tested and
integrated next-generation infrastructure management tools and/or components
from a client’s existing toolset.

Why CGI






The CGI Unify360 Hybrid IT
Management Suite enables holistic
management of both on-premises and
cloud-based services. It provides a
portfolio of enablement consulting,
managed services and infrastructure
options, as well as a single
management platform for operations,
brokerage, governance and security. It
also helps facilitate DevOps and other
transformational practices.

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the
world's largest IT and business process
services providers. We help clients
transform into customer-centric digital
enterprises end to end through highend business and IT consulting,
systems integration and
transformational outsourcing services
combined with a unique client proximity
and best-fit global delivery model.

Learn more about CGI Unify360 at
www.cgi.com/unify360

Trusted partner with front-line experience in migrating, managing and
governing cloud services globally
40 years of IT service management expertise
10,000+ infrastructure professionals
Certification for highest-security workloads
ISO certified management framework to ensure consistent results

ITIL® is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Limited.
Axelos® is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Limited
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